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A property of long-term memory (LTM) induction is
the requirement for repeated training sessions
spaced over time. This augmentation of memory
formation with spaced resting intervals is called the
spacing effect. We now show that in Drosophila,
the duration of resting intervals required for inducing
LTM is regulated by activity levels of the protein tyro-
sine phosphatase corkscrew (CSW). Overexpression
of wild-type CSW in mushroom body neurons
shortens the inter-trial interval required for LTM
induction, whereas overexpression of constitutively
active CSWproteins prolongs these resting intervals.
These gain-of-function csw mutations are associ-
ated with a clinical condition of mental retardation.
Biochemical analysis reveals that LTM-inducing
training regimens generate repetitive waves of
CSW-dependent MAPK activation, the length of
which appears to define the duration of the resting
interval. Constitutively active CSW proteins prolong
the resting interval by altering the MAPK inactivation
cycle. We thus provide insight into the molecular
basis of the spacing effect.
INTRODUCTION
Memory that is induced by repeated training improves when
presentations are spaced over time compared to equal numbers
of training exposures without spacing. This augmentation in
memory formation is called the spacing effect and is a common
phenomenon in the animal kingdom (Ebbinghaus, 1885; Carew
et al., 1972; Tully et al., 1994; Gerber et al., 1998; Beck et al.,
2000; Sutton et al., 2002; Cepeda et al., 2006; Philips et al.,
2007). The spacing effect has been widely studied in both basic
and applied research owing to its relevance for psychology,
education, therapy, and advertising (Bjork and Allen, 1970;
Appleton-Knapp et al., 2005; Cepeda et al., 2006). Several
psychological models have been proposed to explain the186 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.spacing effect. These models can be divided in two groups:
those that attribute the benefit of the spaced learning to more
efficient memory information encoding (e.g., Estes, 1955; Izawa,
1967; Hintzman, 1974; Martin, 1968) and those proposing supe-
rior memory consolidation (e.g., Fishman et al., 1968; Landauer,
1969; Wickelgren, 1970; for a meta-analysis and discussion, see
Cepeda et al., 2006). In animal models, it is clear that the spacing
effect requires protein synthesis (Quinn andDudai, 1976), but the
specific molecular mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are
essentially unknown.
In the course of studying Drosophila models of Noonan
syndrome (NS), we discovered that disease-associated muta-
tions hampered memory formation and altered the spacing
effect. NS is an autosomal dominant genetic disorder character-
ized by facial dysmorphia and other developmental abnormali-
ties, including learning difficulties and mental retardation
(Noonan, 1968; Tartaglia and Gelb, 2005). Mutations causing
NS have been identified in five genes, PTPN11, SOS1, RAF1,
BRAF, and KRAS, all of which encode proteins that are compo-
nents of the Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
signaling pathway (Gelb and Tartaglia, 2006; Aoki et al., 2008).
Gain-of-function (GOF) germline PTPN11mutations cause about
50% of NS cases (Tartaglia et al., 2001) and somatic mutations
with generally stronger GOF effects cause certain childhood
leukemias (Tartaglia et al., 2003). The PTPN11 gene and its
ortholog in fruit flies, corkscrew (csw), encode the evolutionarily
conserved protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP2 (Freeman et al.,
1992; Neel et al., 2003), which is recruited to many receptor tyro-
sine kinases upon activation and is generally a positive regulator
of Ras/MAPK signaling (Perkins et al., 1996; Bennett et al., 1994;
Tang et al., 1995; Maroun et al., 2000; Oishi et al., 2006).
The spacing effect has been well demonstrated in Drosophila
(Tully et al., 1994; Beck et al., 2000; Ho et al., 2007). With the
extensively characterized odor and electric shock association
task (Tully and Quinn, 1985; Tully et al., 1994), a single learning
session elicits short-term memory (STM), mid-term memory
(MTM), and a partial anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM) that
lasts less than 24 hr, whereas ten consecutive learning sessions
without rest in between (called massed training) produces STM,
MTM, and an ARM that lasts for 4 days. Long-term memory
(LTM), a protein synthesis-dependent memory that does not
Figure 1. Expression of Gain-of-Function csw Mutants in Mushroom Body Neurons Impairs Twenty-Four Hour Memory
(A) Schematic representation of the SHP2 protein-mapping point mutations detected in Noonan syndrome (top) and in leukemia (bottom) studied here.
(B and C) Memory performance was determined in fly lines only carrying the transgene (UAS-csw;+) or expressing csw transgenes (OK107;UAS-csw). Transgene
expression of cswmutant (from D61Y to N308D) and csw wild-type (WT) was targeted to the mushroom body using OK107-GAL4 (OK107;UAS-csw). (B) Imme-
diate memory after a single trial was unaffected by the expression of the csw transgenes. (C) Twenty-four hour memory after spaced training was reduced in all fly
lines expressingmutants alleles (OK107;UAS-csw) compared with control (+/+ or OK107;+) flies, but not in lines only carrying those csw transgenes (UAS-csw;+).
(D) Twenty-four hour memory after spaced training in fly lines expressing a loss-of-function csw mutant (R465M) in the mushroom body neurons.
Bars, mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) (n = 8). Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.decay after 7 days, can be induced with ten learning sessions if
rest intervals are provided between the training trials. This
constitutes spaced training (For a detailed description, see Tully
et al., 1994; Isabel et al., 2004; reviewed in Margulies et al.,
2005).
Here, we identify csw as a genetic factor controlling the
spacing effect in Drosophila. We found that csw GOF mutations
impair LTM formation by prolonging the length of the resting
intervals between repetitive training required for induction of
LTM. This prolonged resting interval correlated with altered
training-induced MAPK activity within each resting interval.
RESULTS
We initiated our study by examining GOF csw mutations corre-
sponding to amino acid substitutions that had been detected
in Noonan syndrome (A72S, I282V, and N308D), leukemia
(D61Y and E76K), or individuals with both (T73I) (Figure 1A).
These amino acid positions are conserved between SHP2 and
CSW, and mutations at positions 72, 76, and 308 have been
shown to increase MAPK activation and engender develop-
mental phenotypes in Drosophila (Oishi et al., 2006). Since ubiq-
uitous expression of the strongest cswGOF alleles is lethal (Oishiet al., 2006), we used GAL4 drivers specifying transgene expres-
sion in relevant portions of the central nervous system (Brand
and Perrimon, 1993). Memory was assessed using the well-
established odor and electric shock association learning proce-
dures (Tully and Quinn, 1985).
Expression of Gain-of-Function csw Transgenes
in Mushroom Body Neurons Impairs Twenty-Four
Hour Memory
We first assessed immediate memory, in which memory forma-
tion was measured immediately after one-cycle training (see
Experimental Procedures), and longer-lastingmemory, for which
memory scores were obtained 24 hr after spaced training that
consisted of ten repetitive training trials with 15 min rest intervals
between trials. Immediate memory mainly includes STM and
MTM while 24 hr memory comprises LTM and ARM (Tully
et al., 1994; Isabel et al., 2004).
Since the mushroom body (MB), which consists of a cluster of
about 2500 neurons in each hemisphere, has been shown to play
a central role in the formation of immediate and 24 hr memory in
Drosophila (De Belle and Heisenberg, 1994; Pascual and Preat,
2001; Yu et al., 2006; for reviews see Margulies et al., 2005),
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using a well-characterized GAL4 driver,OK107-GAL4 (Lee et al.,
1999; also see Figure S1 available online). Using that driver, all
transgenic csw lines expressed CSW at comparable levels in
adult heads (Figure S2). Our behavioral assays showed that
immediate memory was not affected by overexpression of
wild-type or mutant csw alleles (Figure 1B). In contrast, 24 hr
memory was significantly reduced in transgenic fruit flies overex-
pressing any of the GOF csw mutant alleles (i.e., D61Y, A72S,
T73I, E76K, I282V, and N308D) but not in those overexpressing
wild-type csw (Figure 1C and Table S1). This specific GOF
mutant effect on 24 hr memory was confirmed using another
mushroom body driver, 247-GAL4 (Figure S3). As an additional
control, we used the loss-of-function (LOF) mutation cswR465M,
a point mutation that obliterates CSW’s phosphatase activity
(Flint et al., 1997; Kontaridis et al., 2004). Overexpression of
this mutant in MB neurons did not elicit any behavioral effects
(Figures 1D and S4). Thus, overexpressing wild-type or LOF
CSW in mushroom body neurons caused no effect on 24 hr
memory. In contrast, overexpression of various GOF CSW
mutants with increased or prolonged phosphatase activity led
to a specific reduction in 24 hr memory. Thus, we focused our
subsequent studies on 24 hr memory and used two alleles,
D61Y and E76K, with the strongest biochemical GOF.
Involvement of CSW in Memory Formation
The data presented above were obtained with transgenic fruit
flies in which the csw transgenes were expressed throughout
development and in adulthood. To separate effects on neuronal
development from those on the mature CNS, we analyzed the
memories of adult flies in which the transgene expression was
induced acutely using a heat shock-inducible GAL4 driver. After
a single 1 hr heat shock, 24 hr memory formation was diminished
in flies expressing the mutant allele D61Y but not in those ex-
pressing E76K or wild-type csw (Figures 2A and S5A–S5C).
For the csw GOF mutant E76K, for which this protocol did not
show detrimental effects on 24 hr memory, a stronger induction
procedure did produce memory defects (Figure S5D). Taken
together, these data showed that GOF CSW’s adverse impact
on 24 hr memory reflects an acute role in memory formation
and does not depend on developmental abnormalities.
Although these observations indicated that GOF mutant CSW
impairs 24 hr memory formation, it remained to be determined
whether endogenous CSW played a role in memory formation.
To examine that, we studied the effects of genetic reduction
and pharmacological inhibition of CSW activity. First, we tested
24 hr memory in female flies heterozygous for hypomorphic,
cswlf and csw6, or amorphic, cswLE120, alleles (Perkins et al.,
1996). These heterozygous mutant flies did not show 24 hr
memory defects (Figure S6). Second, since memory testing in
homozygous was not possible due embryonic lethality, we
attempted to achieve a greater reduction of CSW activity
through the inducible expression of RNA interference (RNAi)
hairpin constructs targeting csw transcripts. Acute silencing of
csw following a heat shock protocol produced a significant
reduction in 24 hr memory compared with controls (Figures 2B
and S7). Third, we confirmed this observation by expressing
the RNAi hairpin constructs in the MB of adult flies by using
the spatially and temporally defined TARGET system (McGuire188 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.et al., 2003), combining UAS-csw-RNAi with tubulin-
GAL80ts;OK107-GAL4. The fly line GAL80ts;csw-RNAi;OK107-
GAL4, as well as control groups, kept at permissive temperature
(18C) induced 24 hr memory normally (Figure 2C). In contrast,
when the same fly lines were transferred to a restrictive temper-
ature (29C) for 4 days, csw silencing reduced 24 hr memory
whereasmemory inductionwas unchanged in the control groups
(Figures 2D and S8). Of note, the effects of the heat shock
protocols or restrictive temperature specifically affected
memory induction as sensorimotor abilities were unchanged
(Tables S2 and S3).
To further support our observation that endogenous CSW is
critically involved in 24 hr memory formation, we inhibited
CSW’s phosphatase activity pharmacologically (Figure 2E).
The selective SHP2 inhibitor, NSC-87877, binds to the catalytic
cleft of the PTP domain, obliterating phosphatase activity
(Chen et al., 2006). After feeding adult Drosophila NSC-87877
for several hours before and after training (see Experimental
Procedures), 24 hr memory in control and wild-type csw trans-
genic fruit flies was reduced significantly (Figure 2E). Of note,
treatment of the GOF mutant csw transgenic flies with NSC-
87877 did not further impair their 24 hr memory formation. Taken
together, the RNAi and phosphatase inhibitor data documented
that CSW normally plays an important role in 24 hr memory
formation. The observation that NSC-87877 did not further
impair 24 hr memory in the GOFmutant csw transgenic flies sug-
gested that they already lacked the memory component for
which CSW normally plays its role. We attributed the lack of
rescue by NSC-87877 in the GOF mutant csw transgenic flies
to the high dose we used, a possibility we explored later in this
study (see below).
Long-Term Memory Is Specifically Affected
Next, we wanted to determine which of the components of 24 hr
memory was affected in the GOF mutant csw transgenic flies,
ARM or LTM. Two procedures were used to separate these
two forms of memory. First, fruit flies were fed a protein synthesis
inhibitor, cycloheximide, which blocks protein synthesis-depen-
dent LTM formation while leaving the protein synthesis-indepen-
dent ARM intact. As shown in Figure 3A, spaced training elicited
significantly lower 24 hr memory scores in the control group and
flies overexpressing normal CSW treated with cycloheximide as
compared to those untreated. In contrast, cycloheximide treat-
ment did not affect 24 hr memory scores significantly in trans-
genic fruit flies overexpressing GOF mutant CSW. These results
suggested that LTM was reduced in most GOF mutants while
ARM remained unaffected.
To test this further, we used massed training, which produces
ARM but not LTM (Tully et al., 1994). The 24 hr memory scores
elicited in this way were similar among the control group
(OK107;+) and the transgenic fruit flies overexpressing GOF
mutant CSW (Figure 3B), confirming that ARM remains normal
in these transgenic mutants. Surprisingly, we observed that
transgenic fruit flies overexpressing wild-type CSW, which
showed normal 24 hr memory after spaced training, had
enhanced 24 hr memory with massed training (Figure 3B). In
fact, massed trainingwas as effective in producing 24 hrmemory
as spaced training in these flies.
Figure 2. Acute Genetic or Pharmacological Interference of CSW Function Impairs Twenty-Four Hour Memory in Adult Fruit Flies
(A–D) Heat shock or temperature protocol to induce transgene expression in adult flies (top) and effect on 24 hr memory after spaced training (bottom). HS+
represents heat shock and HS represents no heat shock. (A) Effect of acute expression of mutant and wild-type csw induced with a heat shock-GAL4 driver
and a single heat shock. The memory performance in hsGAL4;UAS-D61Y after heat shock (HS+) was reduced compared with the same line without heat shock
(HS) or control (+/+, UAS-D61Y, UAS-WT, hsGAL4;UAS-WT) groups in both conditions (HS+ or HS). (B) Effect of acute expression of csw-RNAi (hsGAL4;csw-
RNAi) induced with three heat shocks (HS+). Memory was reduced in hsGAL4;csw-RNAi after heat shock (HS+) compared with the same line without heat shock
(HS) or control (+/+, UAS-csw-RNAi, UAS-ctrl-RNAi or hsGAL4;+) groups in both conditions (HS+ or HS). (C andD) Effect onmemory performance of inducible
RNAi expression targeted tomushroombodies using the GAL80ts repressor of GAL4-mediated UAS-csw-RNAi expression, (C) at permissive temperature and (D)
at restrictive temperature. Memory was reduced in the GAL80ts;csw-RNAi;OK107 group at restrictive temperature compared with control (+/+, UAS-csw-RNAi,
GAL80ts;UAS-ctrl-RANi;OK107), but not at permissive temperature.
(E) Effect of the SHP2 inhibitor, NSC-87877 (Inhib [+]), or vehicle (Inhib []) on 24 hr memory in flies expressing mutant or wild-type csw in mushroom body
neurons. Memory was reduced in the control group (OK107;+) and in flies overexpressing the wild-type csw (WT) by the inhibitor (inhib [+]) compared with
both groups fed with vehicle (Inhib []), but not in csw GOF mutants.
Bars, mean ± SEM (A, B, and E: n = 8; C and D: n = 5). Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.One possible explanation for the response of the wild-type
csw transgenic flies to massed training was LTM formation
requiring less repetitions of the conditioning (Ge et al., 2004). In
testing this possibility, we found that one-trial or five-trial massed
training did not induce any 24 hr memory enhancement in flies
overexpressing wild-type CSW. However, 24 hr memory was
enhanced in this fly line when ten trials of massed training were
used (Figure 3C). Additionally, every other trial of the massedprotocol, which spread the five trials over the time used for
ten-trial massed training, did not enhance 24 hr memory
(Figure S9). Thus, the memory enhancement in the wild-type
csw transgenic flies could not be attributed to a facilitated
memory formation requiring fewer conditioning trials.
Next, we sought to determine if the enhanced 24 hr memory in
response to massed training in the wild-type csw transgenic flies
was LTM or ARM. First, we examined 4 hr memory elicited byCell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 189
Figure 3. Altered Long-Term Memory
Formation via Genetic Manipulation of CSW
(A) Effect of the protein synthesis inhibitor, cyclo-
heximide (CXM+), or vehicle (CXM) on 24 hr
memory after spaced training in flies expressing
mutant or wild-type csw in the mushroom body
neurons. Memory was reduced in the control
group (OK107;+) and in flies overexpressing the
wild-type csw (WT) by the inhibitor (CXM+)
compared with both groups fed with vehicle
(CXM), but not in csw GOF mutants.
(B) Twenty-four hour memory after spaced or
massed training in control (OK107;+) and trans-
genic flies expressing mutant and wild-type csw
in the mushroom body neurons. Spaced training
promoted a higher performance in control
(OK107;+) flies comparedwith themassed training
in the same line or the mutant lines (D61Y and
E76K). Note that massed training in flies overex-
pressing wild-type csw produced a memory score
similar to that of spaced training.
(C) Twenty-four hour memory after one trial (1 T) or
five and ten trials of massed training (5 m and
10 m, respectively) in control (OK107;+) and flies
overexpressing wild-type csw in mushroom body
neurons (OK107;UAS-csw+), which showed
memory enhancement after 10 m compared with
all the control bars (OK107;+) or the same lines
trained with one or five trials.
The effect of the cold shock (D) or cycloheximide
(CXM) (E) on 24 hr memory after ten trials of
massed training in flies overexpressing wild-type
csw in mushroom body neurons. Memory
enhancement was detected in OK107;UAS-csw+
in the absence of cold shock or CXM compared
with the same line untreated or with the control
(OK107;+) line with or without treatment.
(F) Twenty-four hour memory after ten trials of
massed training in flies expressing wild-type or
mutant csw in alpha/beta neurons of the mush-
room bodies using the c739-GAL4 driver
(c739;UAS-csw) compared with control (c739;+).
Memory enhancement was detected in flies ex-
pressing wild-type csw compared with the control
group or mutant lines.
(G) Twenty-four hour memory after ten trials of
massed training compared between flies overex-
pressing wild-type and phosphatase-deadmutant
(R465M) csw in the mushroom body neurons.
Asterisk indicates WT versus R465M, Student’s
t test. Bars, mean ± SEM (n = 6). Asterisks indicate
p < 0.05.one-trial training, which comprises only ARM (Tully et al., 1994;
DeZazzo and Tully, 1995), and observed that it was normal in
these transgenic flies (Figure S10). Second, we exposed these
flies to a cold-shock treatment (2 min in ice water), to which
ARM is resistant (Tully et al., 1994; DeZazzo and Tully, 1995),
2 hr after training and found that it abolished the massed
training-elicited memory enhancement (Figure 3D). Third, we
found that the enhanced memory was disrupted with cyclohex-
imide treatment (Figure 3E). This documented that this memory
was protein synthesis dependent, which is a major feature of
LTM (Tully et al., 1994).190 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.The MB in Drosophila contains three classes of neurons,
named a/b, a0/b0, and g. The a/b neurons have been shown to
be critical for LTM formation (Pascual and Preat, 2001;
Yu et al., 2006). To determine where the LTM induced by
massed training in the wild-type csw transgenic flies was occur-
ring, we used the GAL4 driver, c739, which limits expression
mainly to the a/b MB neurons. We showed that the massed
training-elicited 24 hr memory enhancement was retained with
this GAL4 driver (Figure 3F and Table S4), documenting that
this LTM was forming in the normal anatomic sites and not
ectopically.
Figure 4. Overexpression of the Normal csw+ Transgene in Mushroom Body Neurons Shortens Resting Intervals in Long-Term Memory
Induction
(A) Schematic representation of the training protocols used in (B). These show the two initial trials of the protocols, which actually were composed of ten trials.
From top to bottom, first, symbols representing the conditioned stimuli (odors in blue or green) and the unconditioned stimuli (electric shock in red); and below
training protocols. Spaced: training trials with a resting interval of 900 s. Massed (standard): trials with 45 s of resting between trials. Massed (150 s): trials sepa-
rated by 150 s of interval between electric shocks as in the standard massed protocol, but without control odor. Massed (45 s): trials with the intervals between
electric shocks reduced to 45 s. Odor control: control stimulation with odor. Note: In these schematic representations, only the odor ‘‘OCT’’ is shown to be asso-
ciated with the electric shock (US), whereas each performance index (PI) is the average of two experiments in parallel where the odor ‘‘OCT’’ and ‘‘MCH’’ were
paired with electric shock.
(B) Twenty-four hour memory performance after ten trials of training (schematized in A) in flies overexpressing wild-type csw in the mushroom body neurons.
* indicates memory reduction by shortening the inter-trial interval. Bars, mean ± SEM (n = 8). Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.SHP2 (and, presumably, CSW) has roles that are phosphatase
dependent and others, such as docking, that are phosphatase
independent. To test whether the massed training-induced
LTM required CSW’s phosphatase activity, we used the phos-
phatase-dead mutation, cswR465M (see earlier and Flint et al.,
1997; Kontaridis et al., 2004). Massed training failed to enhance
24 hr memory in transgenic fruit flies overexpressing this LOF
mutant (Figure 3G), documenting that the phenomenon is phos-
phatase dependent.
Taken together, these observations showed that LTMwas dis-
rupted by overexpression of the GOF mutant csw transgenes,
whereas overexpression of the wild-type csw transgene
promoted LTM formation in response to massed training.
CSW Regulates the Duration of Resting Intervals
Needed to Elicit Long-Term Memory
The discovery of novel LTM formation elicited via massed
training in the wild-type csw transgenic flies led us to explore
possible explanations for this phenomenon. A clue came from
a close look at the massed training paradigm. In contrast to
spaced training, the purpose of massed training is to leave
minimal time between training trials. In reality, there is a separa-
tion of 150 s between conditioning stimulations in the standard
massed training protocol (Figure 4A). During these 150 s, 45 s
are needed to purge the residual conditioned odor, 60 s are
required for exposure to the unconditioned odor, and the final
45 s are used to purge the unconditioned odor. In order to estab-
lish a massed training protocol that would permit us to shorten
the separation between conditioning stimuli, we first examined
the effect of omitting the unconditioned odor on 24 hr memory.
Thus, our modified massed training consisted of ten repetitivetraining trials with 150 s between phases of conditioning, as
the standard massed training, but without exposure to the
unconditioned odor (named ‘‘Massed (150 s)’’ in Figure 4A).
Using this modified protocol, we found that 24 hr memory was
not affected; the control group showed normal ARM and the
memory enhancement in the wild-type csw transgenic flies per-
sisted (Figure 4B).
Omitting the unconditioned odor allowed us to shorten the
intervals between conditioning stimuli to 45 s. With this shorter
resting interval, the enhancement of 24 hr memory in the wild-
type csw transgenic flies disappeared, leaving a normal ARM-
like 24 hr memory score that was similar to that observed
with the control flies (Figure 4B). To exclude the possibility of
biased behavioral effects through such intense exposure to
the conditioned odor, we showed that odor exposure without
pairing with electric shocks (or electric shock without paring
with odor, not shown) did not elicit a detectable bias in
behavior (Figure 4B). The data presented here together with
those presented earlier demonstrate that modified massed
training with 150 s resting intervals was capable of producing
the memory enhancement while only ARM-like was elicited
when 45 s resting intervals were employed with fruit flies over-
expressing the wild-type csw transgene. In other words, the
resting interval required to induce LTM was shortened from
15 min to 2.5 min. Thus, the resting interval can be manipulated
genetically.
Correlation of Training-Induced CSW-Dependent
MAPK Activity
To gain insights into how CSW activity might regulate the
spacing effect, we assayed Drosophila head MAPK activationCell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 191
Figure 5. Training-Induced CSW-Dependent Transient MAPK Activity
Training-induced MAPK activation in heads of control and transgenic fruit flies overexpressing csw in the mushroom bodies.
(A) Representative western blot showing activated MAPK (p-MAPK) and total MAPK (T-MAPK) after spaced training.
(B) MAPK activation in nontransgenic flies after training (Trained) or just manipulated (Naive). Asterisk indicates trained versus naive at 20min. Bars, mean ± SEM.
(C) MAPK activation in naive flies (left side) and at different times after spaced training (right side) in mutant csw transgenic (D61Y and E76K), wild-type csw trans-
genic (WT), or control (OK107;+) lines. Asterisk indicates differences between lines overexpressing csw compared with the control (OK107;+) at the same time
point. Bars, mean ± SEM.
For (D), (E), and (F), training paradigms are represented with a red arrow indicating the time of sampling (top) and MAPK activation (bottom) in naive flies (left side)
and at the end of the inter-trial interval after one, two, three, and nine trials, and at three time points after the tenth training trial. MAPK activation in the control line
(OK107;+) is shown during spaced training (inter-trial interval, 900 s) (D) and during massed training (inter-trial interval, 45 s) (E). (F) showsMAPK activation in fruit192 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
at different times after training because CSW is a positive regu-
lator of signaling from a variety of growth factor receptors flowing
through the Ras/MAP kinase cascade (Perkins et al., 1996; Gelb
and Tartaglia, 2006; Aoki et al., 2008). In addition, MAPK activity
has been implicated in memory formation in invertebrates
and vertebrates (Kandel, 2001; Kelleher et al., 2004; Cammarota
et al., 2007; Mayford, 2007). The activation of this cascade
was assessed by western blot using an antibody specific for
the diphosphorylated (activated) form of the MAP kinase,
p-MAPK.
We first attempted to detect training-dependent activation of
MAPK in control fruit flies. Western blots of homogenized heads
at various times after training revealed a transient activation
shortly after completing the training procedure. There was no
significant difference between the trained and naive groups at
5 min after spaced training (Figures 5A and 5B). An increase in
MAPK activity was detected at 20 min after spaced training,
and the increase decayed away by 30 min (Figure 5B). No
training-dependent activation of MAPK was detected by
unpaired or backward training (Figure S11), suggesting that
the observed MAPK activation is specific to associative condi-
tioning.
We then compared MAPK activities among different geno-
types, including transgenic fruit flies with targeted MB overex-
pression of wild-type csw and the csw mutant alleles, D61Y
and E76K. These two mutants presented a higher activation
immediately after training; however, all three transgenic lines
showed significantly faster activation in response to training,
i.e., strong MAPK activation was observed at 5 min after training
(Figure 5C), whereas during the decay phase, MAPK activation
associated with wild-type csw overexpression appeared to be
normal but was slower with the D61Y and E76K mutants.
Although intriguing, these data did not provide a clear idea about
how the resting interval requirement is affected.
Next, we wanted to determine whether spaced and massed
training activated MAPK differently in control flies. To do that,
we harvested flies after one, two, three, and nine trials as well
as at three time points up to 40 min after the tenth trial and
then assessed the MAPK activation status of their heads. As
shown in Figures 5D and 5E for spaced and massed training,
respectively, MAPK activation and its decay after the tenth trial
were comparable. Of note, there was a dramatic difference in
the activation of MAPK observed after trials earlier in those
protocols. MAPK activation was apparent after essentially every
trial with spaced training, but that was never observed during
massed training.
To determine whether the pattern of MAPK activation might
explain the enhanced LTM formation that we observed in thetransgenic flies overexpressing wild-type CSW, we assessed
the status of MAPK activation of those flies during massed
training (Figure 5F). Indeed, we observed that wild-type csw
transgenic flies activated MAPK in a manner comparable to
that observed with control flies undergoing spaced training.
This result is consistent with faster training-induced MAPK acti-
vation in fruit flies overexpressing wild-type CSW (Figure 5C, at
5 min) and suggested that activation of MAPK during resting
intervals is critical for LTM formation.
Expression of Gain-of-Function csw Transgenes
Disrupted Training-Induced MAPK Activity Decay
We sought to understand themechanism explaining why spaced
training resulted in inter-trial MAPK activation while massed
training did not in control flies. The most facile explanation was
that the 150 s between phases of conditioning during massed
training was insufficient to allow MAPK to be activated. That
notion seemed inconsistent with the fact that the entire massed
training protocol is in excess of 15 min but no MAPK activation
was observed after the ninth trial (Figure 5E). Therefore, we es-
tablished different experiments for which the status of MAPK
activation was tested 45 s after the first trial, 930 s after the first
trial, and in the midst of a second trial (930 s after the first trial
with a second trial inserted 30 s prior to harvest; Figure 5G).
When control flies were used, we observed modest MAPK acti-
vation at 45 s and stronger activation at 930 s after the first trial
(Figure 5H). Of note, MAPK returned back to the basal level when
a second trial was interposed prior to harvest (Figure 5H, red
bar). Next, we tested transgenic flies overexpressing CSW using
this paradigm. We observed that, as with the control flies, the
second trial also reset MAPK compared with the time of highest
activation (Figure 5I). Interestingly, that time of highest MAPK
activation in flies overexpressing wild-type csw transgenes
occurred at 45 s, consistent with our previous observation that
these flies formed LTM when exposed to massed training
because of faster MAPK activation.
Finally, we wanted to understand why the transgenic flies
overexpressing GOF mutant CSW had diminished LTM forma-
tion in response to spaced training. This seemed enigmatic since
we had shown that these mutants engendered rapid MAPK acti-
vation, even more than observed with the wild-type transgenic
flies. To gain insights into that, we subjected the transgenic
GOF csw fly strains to the protocol testing the effects of the
second trial on MAPK activation (Figures 5J and 5K). While
MAPK activation 45 s after the first trial was comparable to
that observed with the wild-type csw transgenic flies with one
mutant, the striking finding was that MAPK activation remainedflies overexpressing wild-type csw (OK107;UAS-csw+) duringmassed training (inter-trial interval, 45 s). For (D), (E), and (F), asterisk indicates an increase inMAPK
activation compared with the basal state (naive). Data points, mean ± SEM (n = 3 in B) and (n = 4 in C, D, E, and F).
(G–K) Effect of a trial of training on training-induced MAPK activation produced by a previous trial of training. (G) Protocols of training represented by a line with
a first trial of training and a second trial (2nd trial). Black arrows indicate the time at which the flies were harvested (45 s or 930 s) and processed for western blot.
(H–K) MAPK activation in naive (violet), at 45 s (green), or 930 sec (blue) after one trial; and at 930 s after one trial plus a test trial of 30 s (red) in the control group
(OK107;+) (H); in fruit flies overexpressing wild-type CSW (OK107;UAS-csw+) (I); and flies overexpressing GOF mutants CSW D61Y (OK107;UAS-cswD61Y) (J) or
E76K (OK107;UAS-cswE76K) (K). Asterisk indicates increased levels of MAPK compared with the basal state (naive) and double asterisk a statistical reduction of
p-MAPK at 930 s after the test trial compared with the same time point without a test trial (blue versus red bar). Of note in (H) and (I), the level of MAPK activation
after the test trial (red bar) is significantly smaller than the levels at the time of the peak of MAPK activation (blue and green bars, respectively; indicated by ***) and
is not different from the naive state. Data points, mean ± SEM (n = 3). Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 193
Figure 6. Rescue of the Gain-of-Function Mutations-Induced Long-Term Memory Phenotype
(A) Dose response to the SHP2 inhibitor on 24 hr memory in nontransgenic flies (2022U). Flies were fed vehicle (0 mM) or varying doses of drug (25, 50, 75, and
100 mM) for 8 hr before training or for 8 hr after training (100 mM). Asterisk indicates reduced memory performance compared with flies fed with vehicle (0 mM).
Bars, mean ± SEM (n =6).
(B) Effects of 8 hr of SHP2 inhibitor 50 mM (inhib [+]) or vehicle (inhib []) before training on 24 hrmemory in control (OK107;+) and flies overexpressingGOF orwild-
type csw. Asterisk indicates memory rescue in mutants (D61Y and E76K) after drug feeding (inhib [+]) compared with the same line after vehicle (inhib []). Bars,
mean ± SEM (n =6).
(C) MAPK activation in nontransgenic flies treated with SHP2 inhibitor (100 mM) (Inhib [+]) or vehicle (Inhib []) after spaced training. Asterisk indicates a reduction
in MAPK activation compared at the same time point. Bars, mean ± SEM (n = 3).
(D and E) Twenty-four hour memory after ten trials of spaced training with increasing resting intervals in controls (OK107;+) and flies overexpressing GOF mutant
(D61Y and E76K) or wild-type (WT) (D) or expressing a CSW mutant with weaker GOF effect (I282V) (E). In (D) and (E), asterisk indicates higher performance
compared with the same fly line when the resting interval of 15 min was used. Bars, means ± SEM (n = 8). Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.quite elevated after interposition of the second trial for both GOF
mutants.
To summarize these results, we observed that normal levels of
CSW result in maximal MAPK activation 930 s after a learning
trial and that the subsequent trial resets MAPK to its basal state.
Overexpression of wild-type CSW results in a more rapid MAPK
activation, but the reset mechanism appears to be largely
conserved. In contrast, overexpression of GOF CSW may result
in rapid MAPK activation, but a slower decay in that activation
appears to facilitate an overriding of the MAPK reset mechanism
normally associated with the subsequent trial. Taken together,
these findings provide a cogent explanation for why wild-type
csw transgenic flies induce LTMwithmassed training.Moreover,
the LTM deficit in the GOF csw transgenic flies implies that the
switching on and off of MAPK activation plays a critical role in
the formation of LTM.194 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.Rescue of Long-Term Memory Defects Induced
by Gain-of-Function csw Transgenes
The data presented above suggested that csw GOF mutations
cause LTM defects in Drosophila due to prolonged phosphatase
activity, leading to the rest interval used during standard spaced
training being inadequate to permit activated MAPK to be reset.
Since the LTM defect occurs even when these CSW mutant
proteins are expressed after development, we explored two
strategies to rescue thememory deficit in adulthood. First, we at-
tempted to reduce, but not eliminate, CSW activity in the GOF
csw transgenic flies. Having shown that high-dose treatment
with the phosphatase inhibitor NSC-87877 (100 mM) abolished
LTM (see Figure 2E) in wild-type and csw transgenic flies, we
tested whether more modest dosing could rescue the memory
defect in the GOF csw transgenic flies. The dose-response curve
to NSC-87877 was determined in control flies (Figure 6A).
When these flies were fed for 8 hr immediately before the stan-
dard spaced training, LTM formation was intact when doses
below 75 mM were used. Moreover, drug feeding for 8 hr after
training, even at a high concentration of 100 mM, did not affect
memory (Figure 6A). On the basis of this dose response, we
treated fly lines expressing GOF CSW mutants (D61Y and
E76K) with NSC-87877 50 mM for 8 hr immediately before the
spaced training. We found that their 24 hr memory was
completely rescued (Figure 6B). Then, we examined if this phar-
macological treatment also modulates the training-induced
MAPK activation. First, we studied the effect of a higher concen-
tration of the SHP2 inhibitor (100 mM) or vehicle on the training-
induced MAPK activation in control fruit flies treated for 8 hr
before training. The SHP2 inhibitor, but not the vehicle,
precluded the training-induced activation of MAPK (Figure 6C).
Next, we examined the effect of the lower concentration of the
inhibitor (50 mM) on the MAPK activity after spaced training in
flies overexpressing the E76K CSW mutant. At this lower
concentration, the SHP2 inhibitor reduced slightly the overall
training-induced MAPK activation compared with vehicle, but
not at any specific time point after training (Figure S12). Thus,
acute reduction of phosphatase activity is capable of allowing
fruit flies overexpressing csw GOF mutations to form LTM nor-
mally and correlates with reduced training-dependent MAPK
activation.
Our second strategy for LTM rescue was to increase the inter-
trial rest interval during spaced training. For the control and wild-
type csw transgenic flies, 24 hr memory was unaffected or
slightly increased, respectively, as the resting interval was
lengthened from the standard 15 min up to 40 min (Figure 6D).
Remarkably, 24 hr memory for the GOF csw mutant transgenic
lines (D61Y and E76K) became normal as the resting interval
was increased to 40 min (Figure 6D) and to 30 min (Figure 6E)
with a third line expressing a csw mutant, I282V, with a milder
biochemical GOF effect (Tartaglia et al., 2006). These results
were consistent with the concept that MAPK activation must
decay enough to permit a resetting with the subsequent trial
during spaced training.
DISCUSSION
The work presented above began with the study of the effects of
clinically relevant GOF csw mutations on learning and memory
and led to the discovery that CSWplays a critical role in the regu-
lation of the spacing effect for induction of LTM. We employed
several measures to minimize biologic variation, including the
use of an isogenic background for all genotypes examined, iden-
tical rearing and testing conditions, and batching the analysis for
all data presented in the same figure. In addition, we used
multiple mutant alleles to support any phenotypes observed.
Finally, we used alternative approaches such as pharmacologic
inhibition or RNAi when possible to bolster our initial observation.
CSW Signaling Pathways and Long-Term
Memory Formation
Among the several functions of CSW, its phosphatase activity
seems to be critical for LTM induction. Pharmacological phos-
phatase inhibition in wild-type fruit flies disrupted LTM(Figure 2E), overexpression of phosphatase-dead CSW had no
effect on memory formation (Figure 1D), and NS- and leukemia-
associatedCSWmutants share thebiochemical feature of having
elevated phosphatase activity (Tartaglia et al., 2006).
The adverse effects of GOF CSW on LTM formation are likely
mediated through CSW-regulated Ras/MAPK activity. CSW is
a key signaling relay in pathways in C. elegans, Drosophila, Xen-
opus, and mammals (for review, see Neel et al., 2003). Our data
indicated that GOF CSW deregulated the training-dependent
MAPK activation/inactivation (Figure 5). Thus, themost parsimo-
nious interpretation is that csw GOF mutations alter the time
course of the activity of the MAPK pathway in such a way that
a longer resting period between training sessions is required
for promoting normal memory formation (Figure 6D).
Although the Ras/MAPK pathway is crucial for growth and
differentiation, it was interesting to note that the defects in
LTM formation associated with GOF CSW were not develop-
mental (Figures 2 and 6). Thus, this study together with an
increasing body of evidence suggest that the receptor tyrosine
kinase-activated Ras/MAPK pathway might be a conserved
mechanism from Drosophila to vertebrates and even humans
in mediating memory formation (Kandel, 2001; Purcell and
Carew, 2003; Kelleher et al., 2004; Cammarota et al., 2007; May-
ford, 2007).
Molecular Insight into the Spacing Effect
This study showed that genetic manipulation could modify the
resting interval needed for the induction of LTM. In Drosophila,
the spacing effect is well defined phenomenologically (Tully
et al., 1994; Beck et al., 2000) and it is used as a behavioral
strategy to induce protein synthesis-dependent LTM. It was
previously established that LTM can be elicited with ten repeti-
tive training trials with an optimal spacing of 15 min, and we
showed that LTM is equally well formed as the rest interval is
lengthened to 30–40min (Figure 6). More strikingly, the minimum
duration was shortened to 150 s for transgenic fruit flies overex-
pressing wild-type csw (Figure 4) but was prolonged to 40 min in
transgenic fruit flies with overexpression of GOF CSW mutants
(Figure 6D). Of note, even though a 150 s inter-trial was enough
to induce LTM in fruit flies overexpressing wild-type csw,
a longer interval did not produce more memory as only a small
increase in performance was detected by using 30 or 40 min
of spacing.
A biochemical correlate of this resting-interval dependence for
LTM induction emerged from the analysis of MAPK activation
patterns. For clarity, this idea is illustrated schematically in
Figure 7. For wild-type flies subjected to spaced training,
MAPK is activated during each 15 min rest interval and is reset
to the basal level by the following training cycle. Thus, there is
a wave of MAPK activity after each training trial, making for ten
peaks in all. In contrast, in massed training, there is only one
peak of MAPK activity, which occurs 15–20 min after finishing
the tenth training trial. For fruit flies overexpressing wild-type
CSW, however, massed training does create ten waves of
MAPK activation due to the faster MAPK activation combined
with a normal post-trial resetting mechanism. Although MAPK
may also be activated faster in transgenic fruit flies overexpress-
ing GOF CSW mutants, this activity is not reset by theCell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 195
subsequent training trial, apparently due to the slower kinetics
for its decay. Therefore, the standard spaced training protocol
with 15 min rest intervals engenders altered MAP activity peaks
in these mutant CSW transgenic fruit flies, resulting in an LTM
deficit. This is supported by the observation that lengthening
the inter-trial interval to 40 min, which presumably provides
more time for the decay of the MAPK activity, rescues LTM
formation by restoring MAPK activation waves. Taken together,
our finding suggests that CSW-dependent MAPK activation is
involved in defining the duration of resting intervals necessary
for LTM induction.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Stocks
Flies were raised at 22C –24C on standard cornmeal medium. Drosophila
stocks were purchased from the Bloomington Stock Center or Vienna RNAi
Center, except when stated, and are described at FlyBase (http://www.
flybase.org). The generation of the UAS-csw and UAS-RNAi transgenic flies
was described previously (Oishi et al., 2006; Dietzl et al., 2007). The UAS-
csw transgenes were into the 2022U genetic background (Guo et al., 2000;
Ho et al., 2007).
Conditioned Behavior Assay
Flies were trained and tested with a standard olfactory conditioning procedure
(Tully and Quinn, 1985). Three- to four-day-old flies were trained and tested in
darkness in a group of 100 individuals. Flies were exposed consecutively to
odor #1 (CS+) (1 min) temporally paired with electric shock (US) and to odor #2
(CS) (1 min) without electric shock. This procedure constituted one training
trial. The experiments had a balanced design; for one complete experiment,
a second group of flies was trained with odor #1 (as CS) and odor #2 (as
CS+), and the two groups were used to estimate the behavioral performance
index (PI). Fresh air was bubbled at 750 ml/min in mineral oil (Fisher) alone or
containing Octanol-3 (OCT) [1.5 3 103] or methylcyclohexanol (MCH)
[1.0 3 103] (Fluka) as CS.
Figure 7. Schematic Representations of
Training-Regulated MAPK Activity Corre-
lated with Training Protocol and Genotype
Arrows indicate individual training trails. The
curves are schematic representation of MAPK
activity (the vertical for amplitude of MAPK activity
and horizontal for time). The duration for the
resting intervals for each training paradigm is indi-
cated.
Performance Index
Conditioned odor avoidance responses were as-
sessed for 2 min in a T-maze, where the CS+
and CS were delivered simultaneously from the
arms on currents of air. After testing, flies were
trapped in their respective T-maze arms and
counted and the PI was calculated.
Immediate and Twenty-Four Hour Memory
For immediate memory, flies were tested imme-
diately after one training trial. For 24 hr memory,
flies received ten training trials with 15 min inter-
vals between each trial (spaced training) or
without inter-trial intervals (massed training) as
previously (Ho et al., 2007). Memory was tested 24 hr after the end of the
training protocol.
Drug Feeding Treatment
The cycloheximide (CXM) feeding regimen was performed as described previ-
ously (Tully et al., 1994). Briefly, groups of 100 flies were fed with 35 mM of
CXM (Calbiochem) in 5% glucose or vehicle only for 12–15 hr before training
and again during the 24 hr retention period.
Administration of the SHP2 inhibitor, NSC-87877 (Calbiochem), was per-
formed according to the CXM protocol (Figure 2E) or only during an 8 hr period
(Figure 6).
Heat Shock and Cold Shock Treatment
For expression of the csw transgenes, hsGAL4;UAS-csw flies were raised at
18C and incubated at 30C in glass tubes in a thermostatic bath water for
1 hr, and then they remained at 18C until the end of the experiment. A
2.5 hr resting period was used between heat shock and training. For ex-
pression of csw-RNAi and hsGAL4;UAS-csw-RNAi, the conditions of fly
culture and heat shock were the same, but three heat shocks separated by
8 hr and a resting period of 8 hr before training were used. For RNAi expression
using the TARGET system, flies raised at 18C were incubated at 29C for
4 days.
A 2 min cold shock anesthesia was applied 2 hr after training by submerging
flies maintained in a glass tube in 0C ice water. After the cold shock treat-
ment, flies were transferred back to their food vials for the rest of the retention
period.
MAPK Activity
MAPK activity was examined by western blot. Briefly, for each genotype
and time point, 30 heads were homogenized; samples were run on 10% Tri-
cine-glycine gels and transferred to nitrocellulose. Anti-phosphorylated p44/
42 MAPK and anti-total p44/42 MAPK antibody was used (Cell Signaling
Technology). Donkey anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1/
2000) (Amersham) and ECL kit (Amersham) for detection of signal were
used. Activation was quantified by ImageJ, as p-MAPK normalized to total
MAPK.196 Cell 139, 186–198, October 2, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
Statistical Analysis
Multicomparisons were performed by a one-way ANOVA followed by planned
pairwise comparisons. The alpha error = 0.05 was corrected for multiple
comparisons using the Bonferroni method. The threshold for declaring signif-
icant differences was p < 0.05.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include 12 figures and 4 tables and can be found with this
article online at http://www.cell.com/supplemental/S0092-8674(09)01103-9.
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